the medium of wax.
The method referred to,-and which I will describe in a few moments,'I have used exclusively for the past six months or more and can truthfully say that by it I have obtained better results, have had more perfectly fitting plates, and a satisfying confidence before putting in plates that they will fit, than I have ever been able to have in the same length of time' during the twenty-two years of my dental practice.
The first requirement to secure a good fitting plate by this method, as by all others, is to obtain a perfect cast of the mouth-from a carefully taken impression. Having the.model fairly dry and set in the articulator ready for setting up sheet of rubber and warm-it well either on the lid of a water vessel over the lamp used for heating water, or by holding it over the spirit lamp a sufficient distance to prevent burning. The size of the sheet, or more properly speaking, its length will be shortened by contraction in the heating process, so that three-fourths of a sheet will not often be too much, but if so, the surplus can be carefully trimmed and utilized in the further construction of the plate. Having the sheet of rubber well warmed, it is placed on the model, first well up in the deep arch and then gradually over the whole surface. When nearing the outer edge of rim the rubber can be trimmed with scissors or hot wax knife to conform to margin of rim indicated by mark made 011 model and-referred to above.
In placing rubber we will find that there will be a surplus in front caused by the conical shape of model and if none is cut out there will be an ugly crease, but by cutting out from top of ridge immediately in front of fraenum of lip a good sized Y shaped piece, (the exact size to cut out will be learned by experience only), the* rubber will fold over ridge smoothly and accurately without any creasing. To be sure the rubber is in contact with every part of model, it is firmly pressed down all over with the thumb or middle finger.
We This objection can easily be obviated by getting extra large flasks, which are well to have in all offices anyway to meet exceptionally large cases. Aside from the fact that we obtain a better fitting set of teeth, the reason for which I wish to speak presently, we shorten the process very materially and obviate the necessity of soiling np our hands with waxy, messy flasks of which we are all too familiar.
In repair work this method shortens the process by onehalf and by it we secure highly satisfactory results and if any of the brethren do not use this new method in any form it would be well for them to try it to the extent at least in repairing, and I am confident they would be well pleased. The principal reason we secure better fitting plates by this method is that no force is used in placing the rubber and there is no possibility of a change in shape of model, whereas by the old method, the model is boiled in water, which 110 doubt, to some extent, softens it and when in this condition with a surplus of rubber in flask it is screwed up using considerable force in doing so, and I think in many instances the little delicate ruga and prominences are dented and flattened, and for this reason 
